
Boost Your Productivity and Happiness: Take
Your Lunch Break!
Are you guilty of eating your lunch at your desk while working? Do you often find
yourself skipping your lunch break altogether, thinking it will make you more
productive? It's time to reconsider your habits and prioritize your well-being.
Taking a proper lunch break can significantly impact your productivity, happiness,
and overall health. In this article, we will explore why you should always take your
lunch break and how to make the most out of this valuable time.

Why is a Lunch Break Important?

Many people underestimate the importance of taking regular breaks throughout
the workday. However, research consistently shows that taking a lunch break
positively affects your focus, creativity, and problem-solving abilities. Here's why:

Refuel Your Body

Your body needs fuel throughout the day to maintain optimal performance. By
taking your lunch break, you give yourself an opportunity to refuel and replenish
your energy levels. Eating a nutritious meal not only provides your brain with the
necessary nutrients but also helps you avoid the mid-afternoon energy crash. A
well-fed body is a well-performing body!
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Recharge Your Brain

Constantly working without breaks can lead to mental fatigue and decreased
cognitive function. Taking a lunch break allows your brain to rest, recharge, and
reset. Whether you engage in a stimulating conversation with colleagues, read a
book, or simply take a walk outside, giving your mind a break from work will
enhance your focus, creativity, and clarity when you return.

Boost Productivity

Contrary to popular belief, skipping your lunch break does not make you more
productive. In fact, research suggests that taking regular breaks, including a
lunch break, can enhance your overall productivity. By stepping away from your
desk, you give your mind a chance to relax and refocus. When you return to
work, you'll find that you can tackle tasks more efficiently and effectively.

Enhance Well-being

A lunch break can do wonders for your mental and emotional well-being. It offers
a much-needed break from the daily grind and helps you combat stress and
burnout. Use this time to engage in activities that bring you joy and relaxation.
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Reading a book, practicing mindfulness, going for a walk, or even enjoying a
quick nap can significantly improve your mood and overall well-being.

Optimizing Your Lunch Break

Now that you understand the importance of a lunch break, it's time to make the
most out of this valuable time. Here are some tips to help you optimize your lunch
break:

Step Away from Your Desk

Make a conscious effort to physically remove yourself from your work
environment during your lunch break. Your desk should not be your dining area.
Find a designated break area, go outside, or explore nearby parks or cafes.
Changing your surroundings will help you mentally detach from work and fully
enjoy your break.

Connect with Colleagues

Use your lunch break as an opportunity to connect and socialize with your
coworkers. Engaging in non-work-related conversations strengthens
relationships, builds camaraderie, and can even spark new ideas and
collaborations. Enjoy a meal together, go for a walk, or organize a group activity
to make your lunch break more enjoyable and fulfilling.

Engage in Mindful Activities

Instead of mindlessly scrolling through social media or checking work emails,
engage in activities that promote mindfulness and relaxation. Read a book, listen
to calming music, practice meditation or deep breathing exercises, or even try a
quick yoga session. Not only will these activities help you de-stress but they will
also leave you feeling refreshed and rejuvenated for the remainder of your
workday.



Get Moving

If possible, incorporate some physical activity into your lunch break. Taking a
short walk or engaging in light exercises boosts your mood, improves circulation,
and helps combat the negative effects of prolonged sitting. Regular movement
improves your overall health and makes you more alert and productive when you
return to work.

It's time to break the cycle of skipping lunch breaks and prioritize your well-being.
Taking a proper lunch break not only benefits your physical health but also
enhances your mental and emotional well-being. By refueling your body,
recharging your brain, boosting your productivity, and improving overall
happiness, you set yourself up for success. So, remember to step away from your
desk, connect with colleagues, engage in mindful activities, and get moving
during your lunch break. Your body and mind will thank you!
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If you are tired of stress and anxiety impacting your work performance and even
your health, you've chosen the right book.
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Take Your Lunch Break: Helpful Tips for Relieving Work-Related Stress contains
author Massoma Alam Chohan’s personal story of how anxiety almost cost her
job and mental health, plus tons of research and original interviews with mental
health professionals and high-performing leaders.

You’ll find twelve chapters packed with insights on:

· Workplace stressors: how they create or trigger feelings of anxiety, so you can
act on them
· The root causes of anxiety and their effects on your well-being in the workplace
· Holistic stress management habits you can cultivate to be unshakable
· Ways to navigate performance anxiety, co-worker tension, and burnout to build
resilience
· Practical strategies for work, that actually work to create a better work-life
balance and how to ask for it

Take Your Lunch Break is for anyone who wants to ignite their passion, create a
less stressful workplace, and clear their mind with renewed focus at work and
home. Pack your lunch and get ready to embark on a transformational journey!

Editorial Reviews
“Particularly relevant in our fast-paced world where stress is inevitable, Take Your
Lunch Break isthe perfect resource for tangible ways to combat stress and battle
anxiety.” — Bonnie St. John, Fortune 500 Leadership Expert, Olympic medalist,
bestselling author of Micro-Resilience: Minor Shifts For Major Boosts in Focus
Drive and Energy

“Take Your Lunch Break takes a fresh approach towards stress and anxiety using
real world strategies, tips and tricks for helping you overcome the most
challenging aspects of workplace stress that can even translate to your daily life.



This is a book you want to keep within reach.” — Dr. Christopher Willard PsyD,
faculty at Harvard medical school, world-renowned psychologist, and author of 15
books

“We need more books like Take Your Lunch Break that are written from a
personal perspective as it really inspires and motivates people to take the
necessary action to improve their lives!” — Barry McDonagh, best selling author
of DARE

“Beginning with her own personal story, and drawing on the research of others,
Massoma Alam provides profound insights and practical lessons of how one can
relieve, manage, and even overcome anxiety. This engaging and compelling book
will inspire you and guide you on how to change your life for the better.” — Robert
J. Bies (Ph.D., Stanford University), Professor of Management, Georgetown
University
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